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Abstract: Avoiding the multi-automated guided vehicle (AGV) path conflicts is of importance for the
efficiency of the AGV system, and we propose a bi-level path planning algorithm to optimize the
routing of multi-AGVs. In the first level, we propose an improved A* algorithm to plan the AGV
global path in the global topology map, which aims to make the path shortest and reduce the AGV
path conflicts as much as possible. In the second level, we present the dynamic rapidly-exploring
random trees (RRT) algorithm with kinematic constraints to obtain the passable local path with
collisions in the local grid map. Compared to the Dijkstra algorithm and classic A* algorithm,
the simulation results showed that the proposed bi-level path planning algorithm performed well
in terms of the search efficiency, significantly reducing the incidence of multiple AGV path conflicts.

Keywords: AGV; the bi-level path planning algorithm; A* algorithm; kinematic constraint

1. Introduction

In recent years, with the development of industrial intelligence, unmanned storage, intelligent
logistics, and intelligent factories have been gradually implemented and have become a reality [1,2].
The automated guided vehicle (AGV) plays a vital role in significantly reducing transportation costs
and improving transportation efficiency [3,4]. Recent papers focused on planning the paths of AGVs
to complete transportation tasks more efficiently in the factory without collision, deadlock, and other
traffic problems [5,6].

For the problem of AGV path planning, researchers have adopted different methods. There are
three types of AGV path planning algorithms as far as we know, one of which is the classic graph
search algorithm [7–9]. Kim and Jin [8] applied Dijkstra’s shortest-path algorithm to plan AGVs path
through the concept of a time-windows graph. Chunbao Wang et al. [9] presented a multi-AGV A*
algorithm based on a collision-free dynamic path planning method. The algorithm classified the
potential conflicts to search the shortest path with conflict-free effectively.

Sampling-based methods are also available. Alex, C et al. [10] used a method based on Voronoi
graph to solve AGV path planning. Zhe, L et al. [11] improved RRT (rapidly-exploring random trees)
method with arc approximation collision detection, which aims to finish local path planning fast
enough to satisfy real-time tasks.

Additionally, some intelligent algorithms are often used for this problem. Chengwei He et al. [12]
proposed a method to improve the heuristic function in the ant colony algorithm to deal with the optimal
path for AGV in the turn of the complex factory environment, which aims to avoid obstacles, and
ensure safety and save transportation time. Besides, neural networks [13,14], simulated annealing [15],
tabu search [16], and the genetic algorithm [17–19] have emerged. After using the above algorithm
for single AGV path planning, some rules or other algorithms are usually used to solve the problem
of multiple AGV conflicts or deadlocks. However, most of the algorithms performing path planning
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are based on artificially abstracted topological maps, which is still far from the real map in the actual
production environment. Combined with the real factory environment, it can effectively resolve the
conflicts of multiple AGVs and plan the path better.

With the significant progress of AGV technology, the new AGVs have the capability of simultaneous
localization and mapping (SLAM) [20–22]. The AGVs with SLAM establish the occupied grid map
through its sensor information and can carry out path planning through the built map [23]. However,
when AGVs build a map in a larger factory, the cumulative error will be increasingly affected by the
shortcomings of Kalman filtering, and the grid map will occupy a larger storage space and generate
a lot of calculation volume. Moreover, there is a lack of macro scheduling and planning among multiple
AGVs. Therefore, it is unrealistic for the AGV to use only the local map built by the AGV with SLAM
for path planning in a large factory, and the supplement of the global map will make up for this.

In this study, we propose a bi-level path planning algorithm. In the global topology map,
we employ the improved A* algorithm to plan the path of each AGV for obtaining an optimal path
in the topology map. Additionally, then, we employ the dynamic RRT algorithm with kinematic
constraints to obtain the passable local path in the local grid map.

The purpose of this paper is to minimize the time for the AGV to complete the task by resolving
the AGV’s path conflicts while maintaining the AGV’s shortest path. Our main contributions in this
paper are as follows:

• We propose a bi-level path planning algorithm. The second level algorithm reduces and resolves
conflicts by using a grid map that reflects the real environment structure of the factory while
maintaining the shortest AGV path planned by the first level algorithm.

• We consider that the AGVs with low priority use RRT with kinematics constraints to travel along
a temporary path in the grid to give way to the AGVs with high priority when AGV paths of
different priorities conflict.

• We consider that the AGVs encounter dynamic obstacles during the execution of the task and
adopt a strategy to solve it.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The description of the environment and the
problem model are in Section 2. We propose a bi-level path planning algorithm for this problem
in Section 3. In Section 4, we present our simulation result and analyze it. Finally, we conclude this
paper in Section 5.

2. Manufacturing Environment and AGVs Routing Modeling

2.1. Environment Modeling

The map environment is the basis of AGV path planning. The AGV used in this paper is fusion
navigation of laser and odometer, which has a high degree of freedom and does not require laying
magnetic strips or two-dimensional codes in the factory for guidance. However, in the first level path
planning algorithm, we still abstracted the overall environment map as a topological map, and perform
path planning for the AGV on a global scale. In the second level path planning algorithm, the local
grid map established by AGV was used.

2.1.1. Topological Modeling

The topological map of the factory environment in this study was modeled with points and lines
with the bidirectional lanes. Additionally, the abstracted map was modeled as an undirected graph.
According to the real environment of the manufacturing plant, we must first define the attributes
of each point, such as location, types of point (storage point, worksite point, charging point, etc.),
and determine the line according to the traffic situation. Driving along the line, the AGV will hardly
encounter obstacles, but the AGV will encounter unexpected obstacles in the grid composed of lines.
According to the drawing of the factory, the topological map shown in Figure 1 was abstracted.
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This map was employed in the upper computer layer, with the operation area on the left and the
storage area on the right in the figure.
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Figure 1. Factory topology map in the automated guided vehicle (AGV) system.

2.1.2. Grid Modeling

Through its own SLAM function, AGVs can build a grid map in the local environment in real-time,
as shown in Figure 2. In the figure, a small white square area is a passable area, and a small black
square is an impassable area. This map is used in the AGV layer of the lower computer. The use of
occupied grid maps in local environments effectively avoids the problems of large space occupied by
grid maps and complicated search calculations.
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2.2. Multi-AGVs Path Planning Modeling

The goal of multi-AGV path planning is to make the total time for all AGVs to complete the task
the shortest. The time spent in the process of AGV transportation is divided into time for loading or
unloading, time for walking, and time for resolving path conflicts, respectively set to Tpd, TR, and TC.
Let k denote the number of tasks. So, the sum of the time costs is shown in Equation (1):

TCost =
k∑

n=1

(
Tpd + TR + TC

)
(1)

Take out the storage area separately. In the topology map shown, let G = (V, E) denote the entire
undirected connection network, where V represents the set of nodes V = {v1, v2, v3, . . . , vn}, and E
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represents the set of edges E = {e1, e2, e3, . . . , en}, and each edge can be represented by a pair of adjacent
nodes, which is shown in Equation (2):

en =
{(

vp, vq
)

: vp, vqεV
}

(2)

The topological map of the storage area is shown in Figure 3. The circle node is a road node,
where the green node represents the node on a normal road, and the red node indicates that the node
is under a shelf. The red ellipse denotes the AGV carrying the shelf or goods, and the yellow ellipse
indicates the AGV that is empty. There are two states of AGV in the manufacturing plant, one is the
AGV carrying shelves or goods, and the other is the AGV without the load. The AGV in this study is
composed of a chassis and a lifting device. The no-load AGV can travel under the shelf. So, in this
paper, we could make the following assumptions:

1. No-load AGVs can pass through any node (green and red);
2. AGVs carrying shelves or goods can only pass through green nodes;
3. The line between the nodes is a one-way lane but can be driven in both directions;
4. The safety radius of AGV is 0.2 m;
5. The AGV has three states: no-load stationary, load driving, and no-load driving.
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3. The Bi-Level Path Planning Algorithm

The AGV path planning in this paper involves both the upper computer layer and the AGV layer.
Among them, the path planning of the upper management layer was carried out in the traditional
topological map. The manufacturing factory was manually modeled to abstract the topological map.
In the topology map composed of points and lines, a global path planning was performed on the AGV
to obtain the area that the AGV travels through. However, the maps abstracted as points and lines
were somewhat different from the actual maps. However, we could use the AGV mapping function to
obtain a grid map of some areas. The grid map had more accurate scale information and had a high
degree of fit with the actual map. Therefore, in areas where the AGV conflicts occur, we could call the
grid map, restore the real map information, and dynamically adjust the path within a small range,
to solve the AGV conflict deadlock.

3.1. First-Level Path Planning Algorithm Based on the Topological Map

In the static global factory map, the classic A* algorithm can find the shortest path for a single AGV
effectively [24]. It is flexible to be improved to solve our problems. In our study, multiple AGVs in the
factory were performing tasks simultaneously. According to the characteristics of the manufacturing
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plant storage area in the research, we improved the classic A* algorithm to solve the problem.
Specifically, when planning a single AGV path, we considered reducing the possibility of AGV traffic
conflicts. The specific steps of the improved A* algorithm are as follows:

(1) Establish the weight matrix of corresponding nodes of AGV in different states. For AGVs carrying
shelves or goods, the weight of a circular node is 1 + 0.1 × 1 = 1.1, and the node of a triangle is
infinity. For no-load AGVs, the weight of the circular node is 1 + 0.1 × 1 = 1.1, and the weight of
the triangular node is 1.

(2) Build an extensive list and close list. The points to be detected in the path planning are stored
in the open list, and the points that have been detected are stored in the close list. Each node
in the list has three attributes: parent node, G, and H, where the parent node is the previous node.
G is the cost from the starting node to the current node, and H is the cost from the current node to
the target node. Initially, the close list contains only the starting node vi.

(3) According to the heuristic function F(x) = G + H, calculate the node cost to search for the optimal
path of the car in different states. G is the product of the G value of the node’s parent node plus
the distance from the node’s parent node to its Manhattan and the node’s weight for this state of
AGV. H is the Manhattan distance from the current node to the target node.

(4) Search the adjacent node of the last node in the close list. If the adjacent node is already in the
close list, the point is ignored; if its adjacent node is in the open list, then compare the F value
through this point with the F value of the previous node, if current F is larger, ignore it, otherwise
update the attribute of the adjacent node, update its parent node to this node and update the G
value to a smaller G value; if its adjacent node is not in the open list, then calculate its G and H
and add it to the open list.

(5) Put the node with the smallest F value in the currently open list into the close list, and determine
whether the target node is in the close list at this time. If the target node is in the close list at this
time, the optimal path of the car in this state is found, otherwise, skip to step 4.

The flow chart of the algorithm is shown in Figure 4.Electronics 2020, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 6 of 16 
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3.2. Second-Level Path Planning Algorithm Based on the Grid Map

3.2.1. Kinematic Constraints of AGV

The AGV in the real environment is constrained by kinematics, and its configuration space is
composed of two-dimensional coordinates and orientation. We built a kinematics model in a discrete
state space, as shown in Figure 5. The position and posture of the AGV can be represented by (x, y,θ),
and the control quantity of the AGV can be represented by (vx, vy,ωz).
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During the time ∆t, the AGV moves from point A (x0, y0,θ0) to point B (x1, y1,θ1) at speed
(vx, vy,ωz). In the vehicle coordinate system, the AGV moved (dx, dy, dθ) in three degrees of freedom.
As Equation (3): 

dx = vx∆t
dy = vy∆t
dθ = ωz∆ψ

(3)

The coordinate of the AGV of point B in coordinate system A is (dx, dy, dθ), and then the conversion
matrix from coordinate system B to coordinate system A is Equation (4).

A
B T =


cos(dθ) − sin(dθ) dx
sin(dθ) cos(dθ) dy

0 0 1

 (4)

It is known that the coordinate position of the coordinate system A in the geodetic coordinate
system O’ is (x0, y0,θ0), and then the conversion matrix of the coordinate system A to the geodetic
coordinate system O’ is Equation (5).

O′
A T =


cosθ0 − sinθ0 x0

sinθ0 cosθ0 y0

0 0 1

 (5)
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Then the conversion matrix of coordinate system B in coordinate system O′ is Equation (6).

O′
B T =O′

A TA
B T (6)

The coordinate position of coordinate system B in coordinate system O′ is Equation (7).

(x1, y1,θ1) = (O′
B T(0, 2), O′

B T(1, 2), atan2(O′
B T(1, 0), O′

B T(0, 0))
= (dx cosθ0 − dy sinθ0, dx sinθ0 + dy cosθ0,θ0 + dθ)

(7)

According to the coordinate transformation theory in different coordinate systems, from Equation
(7), the matrix of the AGV discrete-time kinematics model is expressed as Equation (8).

x1

y1

θ1

 =


x0

y0

θ0

+


cosθ0 − sinθ0 0
sinθ0 cosθ0 0

0 0 1




vx

vy

ωz

∆t (8)

According to kinematics analysis, the AGV has non-holonomic kinematic constraints. It cannot
move in a direction perpendicular to its heading and has a maximum steering angle (or minimum
steering radius). In the following, under the kinematic constraints of the AGV, the RRT algorithm was
used to perform path planning at the AGV layer.

3.2.2. RRT Algorithm with Kinematic Constraints

The second level path planning algorithm is based on grid maps, with special consideration of
AGV kinematic constraints. By imposing extra constraints on the motion of the AGV, the generation
of new structures in the RRT algorithm was simplified and accelerated, and the AGV could quickly
generate a trajectory during driving. Additionally, according to the characteristics that grid maps are
closer to the real environment of the manufacturing factory, real-time dynamic path planning was
carried out to break through the limitations of topological maps, and AGV could find a path for itself
to avoid conflicts in a local scope.

The local conflicts that occur when multiple AGVs work together are generally divided into
three types: catch-up conflicts, confrontation conflicts, and intersection conflicts. When the AGV is
in operation, it is easy to encounter people, scattered goods or garbage, and other physics that should
not appear, and the path will be obstructed by objects. The problems in the four kinds of multi-AGV
operation are shown in Figure 6.
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When carrying out the first-level path planning in the topology map, the above four problems
are often encountered. However, these conflicts may not actually exist. In this paper, the AGVs
were non-trajectory AGVs, and the AGVs did not have to follow the lines in the topological map.
The topology map was only abstracted for AGV’s global path planning. When the above four problems
occur in the topology map, the problem may be easily solved by calling the grid map of the AGV layer.
Through the establishment of the grid map, AGV can break through the limitations of the topological
map, and can find a path for itself to avoid conflicts in local areas.

The RRT algorithm is a fast search algorithm and widely used in local path planning for
obstacle avoidance, which uses a random sampling planning method, does not require preprocessing,
can directly consider the kinematic constraints, and has a fast search speed. This algorithm quickly
searches the grid space of the whole local environment and finds a passable path, whose primary
purpose is to access the unexpanded part of the grid space via rapid splitting. The algorithm structure
is as follows (Algorithm 1):

Algorithm 1. Pseudocode for RRT Algorithm with Kinematic Constraints.

Input: Configuration file of grid map built by AGV itself, Kinematic parameters of the AGV, Maximum
search times K, Initialization parameters Xinit, and Search step size ∆t

Output: Search tree G containing the nodes of the passable path

1: G.init(Xinit)
2: For i=0 to K do
3: Xrand ← random-config(Xfree)
4: Extend(G, Xrand)
5: End for
6: Return G
Function: Extend(G,Xrand)
1: Xnear ← nearest-neighbor(G, Xrand)
2: Rrand ← random-config(Xnear)
3: If compare(Rrand) then
4: u← select-input(Xrand, Xnew)
5: Xnew ← new-state(Xnear, u, ∆t)
6: If kinematics- satisfaction(Arcf) and collision-free-path(Xnear, Xnew) then
7: G.add-node(Xnew)
8: G.add-node(Xnear,Xnew,u)
9: End if
10: End if
11: Return G

The specific implementation process is described below:

Step 1 initialize the search tree G with X;
Step 2 randomly select a configuration space Xrand from Xfree;
Step 3 execute the Extend() function to add one of nodes representing a passable route to the search

tree G. In the Extend() function:

(1) Select the nearest node Xnear in G by the nearest-neighbor() function;
(2) Generate a circle named Rrand, whose arc passes through the x and y coordinates in Xnear.

By maintaining a certain angle, the AGV can go from Xnear to Rrand. If the radius of this
Rrand circle is smaller than the smallest steering angle of the AGV, then return to step 2;

(3) This circle Rrand is divided into two arcs, the arc from Xnear to Rrand is the trajectory of the
AGV car named Arcf;

(4) Find the movement from Xnear to Xnew in the direction of Xrand; Starting from Xnear,
AGV drive along Arcf for a while, then AGV reaches a new point Xnew;
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(5) If the motion satisfies the kinematic constraint Equation (8) and there is no collision in this
movement, Add Xnew to the tree G, and the edge goes from Xnear to Xnew;

(6) If Xnew is in Xgoal, it ends successfully, if not, it skips to continue to execute the
Extend() function.

In the RRT algorithm, a black square in Figure 2 acts as the obstacles and a node in the black
square is impossible to be contained in the set of nodes representing a passable route. A white square
has the opposite effect. Additionally, the passable path can be easily obtained by backtracking returned
search tree G.

When the two AGVs conflict in the topology map, the AGV with higher priority can use the
original path, while the AGV with lower priority will use the RRT algorithm to search for accessible
areas in the local grid map.

Through the first level of path planning at the upper computer management control layer,
we determined the node where the AGV performs the task. When the AGV encounters path conflicts
or dynamic obstacles, the second layer of path planning was performed to ensure the efficient and
accurate operation of the AGV system.

4. Experimental Studies

The specifications of the system and software used for simulation are: the upper computer
uses OS-Windows 10 Enterprise 64-bit, NetBeans, Visual Studio 2017, and the lower computers use
OS-Ubuntu 18.04, TCS version 4.14, ROS kinetic.

4.1. Experiments on Functionality of the Improved A* Algorithm

First, through a series of computer simulations, we observed the functionality of the improved A*
algorithm in extreme cases.

Path planning of AGV based on the classic A* algorithm and improved A* algorithm are shown
in Figures 7 and 8, respectively. It can be seen that the paths planned by the two algorithms for the
loaded AGV were roughly the same. Due to the indistinguishable processing of triangular nodes and
circular nodes, the classical A* algorithm had a high overlap in the path planning for the path of the
no-load AGV and the AGV with shelves. It can be seen that the paths planned by the two algorithms
for the loaded AGV were roughly the same. In Figure 7, if two AGVs performed tasks in the same
interval, they would encounter conflict. At this time, it is necessary to use other algorithms to resolve
the conflict. However, in Figure 8, even if the tasks were executed at the same time, the two AGVs
would not encounter congestion, while ensuring that the path was also optimal. It shows that the
improved A* algorithm could find better paths and reduce AGV conflicts.
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4.2. Experiments on the Effectiveness of the Improved A* Algorithm

Then we studied the search efficiency and effectiveness of the improved A* algorithm. In the
experiment, 10 orders were randomly generated. The results of Dijkstra, the classic A*, and improved
A* are shown in Figure 9. It can be seen that the efficiency of the improved A* algorithm and the
classic A* algorithm in path search was the same, which was about twice that of the Dijkstra algorithm.
Next, we studied the effectiveness of the improved A* algorithm in reducing AGV conflicts further.
In the topology map of the manufacturing plant, 50 orders were randomly generated, and 10 AGVs
were executed. During the experiment, the AGV would not lock the currently occupied road section.
Statistics of the number of AGV conflicts under the classic A* algorithm and the improved A* algorithm
are shown in Figure 10. It can be observed that the conflicts of the improved A* algorithm were reduced
by 54.7% compared to the classic A* algorithm.
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4.3. Experiments on the Bi-Level Path Planning Algorithm

When the two AGVs collide, it has little effect on the AGV with higher priority, but the path of
the AGV with lower priority may become very troublesome. As shown in Figure 11, the two AGVs
encountered a collision at the two black nodes, and the left AGV had a lower priority. In Figure 11a,
it shows the trajectory of the AGV to resolve conflicts and complete tasks based on traffic rules.
Figure 11b shows the trajectory of AGV solving conflicts and completing tasks based on the bi-level
path planning algorithm proposed in this paper. Since the bi-level path planning algorithm uses a grid
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map in its AGV layer and implements dynamic path planning in a local area, the planned AGV path
was shorter. The algorithm based on traffic rules needs to pass other nodes to avoid the high priority
AGV, which reduced the efficiency of AGV.
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planning algorithm.

We studied the stability of the AGV system to control a single AGV, using an AGV and randomly
generating ten orders. The specific process is as follows:

1. Through CloudTCS, input the target point and execute the action;
2. The system assigns the order task to this AGV;
3. After the first-level path planning algorithm is planning a path for the AGV, as shown in Figure 12,

the status of both the order and the AGV has changed. The AGV starts to execute the task,
as shown in the blue circle in Figure 14, and the current state of the AGV can be observed
in real-time.

4. After the AGV completes the task (Figure 13), the status changes to IDIE and waits for the
next order.
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In 10 experiments, the paths planned by the system for AGV were the shortest, and all tasks were
successfully completed, as shown in Figure 13. The AGV system based on the bi-level path planning
algorithm could perform actual AGV scheduling, and complete single AGV scheduling tasks efficiently
and stably.

In the actual manufacturing factory, there were up to seven AGVs running at the same time
because of the limitation of task volume. Next, we studied the efficiency of the bi-level path planning
algorithm, randomly generating 100 orders and using seven AGVs. The specific process is as follows:

1. One hundred orders are generated and wait in the queue;
2. Establish connections with all AGVs (as shown in Figure 15). According to the priority strategy,

the first seven orders are assigned to the AGV, then use the first-level path planning algorithm
directly to plan the optimal path.

3. AGV accepts orders cyclically. When encountering conflicts, AGV can solve the conflicts well
through the local grid map established by itself.

4. Seven AGVs completed 100 order tasks.
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5. Conclusions

The main findings can be summarized as follows. This paper proposed a bi-level path planning
framework to improve production efficiency and maintain an efficient and stable operation of the system.
The first level path planning algorithm was carried out on the global topology map, which specifies
the direction for the AGV. The second level path planning algorithm was carried out by the AGV
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itself in the local environment to avoid dynamic obstacles and path conflicts. Experimental simulation
proved that this algorithm was effective.
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